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Summer Camps 2021
Kids 9 - 13 Yrs

GENERAL INFORMATION
Camp Hours:

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Location:

2300 John Street, Unit #20, Thornhill, ON

Cost:

$385 + HST per week (3-Day camps are $231 + HST,
4-Day camps are $308 + HST)

Extended Care option available for $50 per week ($10/day) per child
extending drop-off to 8 am and pick-up to 5 pm. Students are
required to bring their own morning and afternoon break. Lunch
option available for $6.00 per day. Prices for 3 and 4-Day Camps are
prorated.

DAILY SCHEDULE
9:00 - 9:30 AM

Morning Stations, Drawing Activity, Previous Day
Review, Goals and Plan for the Day

9:30 - 10:45 AM

STEM Activity Part #1

10:45 - 11:00 AM

MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:00 PM

STEM Activity Part #2

12:00 - 12:30 PM

LUNCH - Bishops Park (Outdoor & Weather
Dependent)

12:30 - 1:30 PM

PLAYGROUND / SOCCER FIELD / OBSTACLE COURSE

1:30 - 2:30 PM

STEM Activity Part #3

2:30 - 2:45 PM

AFTERNOON BREAK

2:45 - 3:45 PM

STEM Activity Part #4

3:45 - 4:00 PM

Windown / Wrap Up

No Experience Required
Join for 1 Week or Multiple
All New Robot Designs and Activities for 2021

2300 John Street, Unit #20, Thornhill, ON
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Summer Camps 2021
Kids 5 - 8 Yrs

Camp FAQs
Covid Protocols?
We have procedures in place to minimize exposure to Covid.
A full list is available on our website but a few of the more
important ones include:
Screening upon entry, only students/staff in the studio
Limiting campers to 4 per age segment (4 per room) for a
total of 8 in the studio each has their own desk and
equipment, tech, etc.
We expect that campers and staff will be required to
wear a mask while indoors based on current guidelines
We keep up to date with changes in Health Guidelines and
will modify any procedures as needed to ensure a safe camp.
Pick-Up / Drop-Off
We welcome campers between 8:50 - 9:00 am with afternoon
pick-up between 3:45 - 4:00 pm, unless extended care is optioned.
Snacks and Lunch
Campers should bring a morning and afternoon snack and
lots of water. A lunch should also be packed unless the a
pizza lunch option has been selected.
Will my child build the same robots as last year?
No. While we kept many of the Camp names the same for
2021 we created all NEW robot builds and STEM themed
activities for the kids.
Do I need to register multiple weeks?
While we appreciate parents/campers that register for
multiple weeks there is no requirement. Each week is a
descrete program.
Sibling & Refferal Discounts
Sibling discounts are 10% off the second/third at the time of
registration. Referral credits (10% of the camp fee) are
issued for a successful referral. No limit on the number of
referrals. Organize a group of friends to attend and gain
credits towards our programs.
2300 John Street, Unit #20, Thornhill, ON
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Summer Camps 2021

Kids 9 - 13 Yrs
DATES & THEMES

Each year we work hard to make our camps the best in the GTA! We do this by providing
unique STEM programming that is conducted in a safe, fun, and engaging educational
environment.
If you joined these camps last year, don't worry - we have all NEW robot designs and STEM
activities this year

Budding Genius Camps
Our Budding Genius camps are designed to introduce students to new technologies.
This summer we selected Flowlab, an advanced game design platform, BBC
microcontroller robots, and one of the most sophisticated robots around - the
highly capable DJI RoboMaster S1.
Flowlab:

June 28 - 30 (3-Day)

MicroController
- Buggy

Aug 3 - 6 (4-Day)
Aug 16 - 20

RoboMaster:

July 19 - 23, Aug 30 - Sept 3

BattleBot Camps
BattleBot camps are high-energy and fun as kids use their creativity and skill to 3D
design/3D print their battle components for their VEQ IQ and Lego EV3 battlebots.
We've introduced new battlebot designs to keep the program fresh since many of
our students return year-after-year.
VEX IQ:

July 5 - 9, Aug 23-27

LEGO EV3:

July 26 - 30

EnvisionAir: Drone Camps
Kids explore how drones equipped with high-tech instruments are becoming
essential tools for emergency forces involved in search and rescue operations. Kids
undertake their own mission including 3D designing/printing their own Aerial
Rescue Platform (ARP), and, coding their drone to successfully execute their
mission.
Search &
Rescue:

July 12 - 16, Aug 9 - 13

2300 John Street, Unit #20, Thornhill, ON
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Flowlab

Budding Genius
June 28 - 30
(3-Day)

Flowlab
Flowlab is an advanced video game development platform that we introduced in the
Studio in 2021. We've been thrilled with the level of quality and intricacy of the games
that students have been able to create.

Monday: Flowlab Intro and Hero Character
Kids are introduced to the Flowlab game engine and logic-based
approach used in high-end game engines such as Unreal Engine and
Unity. They establish a theme for their game and create and code
their hero character.

Tuesday: Coding Hazzards and Enemies
Kids code hazards, moving and animated enemies, and add sound
effects to add excitement to their game.

Wednesday: Collectibles & Bonus Points
The fun continues with kids adding in collectible objects including
ways to score bonus points and add lives to their hero character.

647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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VEX IQ & Lego EV3
BattleBot Camps

July 5 - 9, 26-30,
Aug 23 - 27

BattleBot Camps
Two versions of BattleBot camps are offered in 2021. In both camps students 3D design
and 3D print their battle components. July 23-30 is LEGO EV3 and others are VEX IQ.

Monday: Build BattleBot
Monday begins with kids building their BattleBot base robot using
either the VEX IQ or Lego Mindstorms EV3 robot platform, depending
on the week. Each platform offers a unique experience and are
battle capable!

Tuesday: Design Battle Components
Creativity and imagination abound as kids put pen to paper and sketch
their battle component ideas. Once approved, kids transform their
detailed sketches into 3D designs using Tinkercad.

Wednesday: 3D Print Battle Components
Kids learn about 3D printing technologies, materials, and practices
to ensure strength and durability. They 3D print their battle
components and keep what they make.

Thursday: Skirmish
With 3D printed battle components in hand, kids get a chance to test
their BattleBots and battle components in the ring. Kids will look for
opportunities to improve their robot design and parts and devise a
battle strategy.

Friday: BattleBot Finals
Friday begins with students jointing establishing a set of guidelines
and BattleBot values to ensure fair play and enjoyment by all.
Throughout the day kids engage in a series of matches with
recognition for all
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Search & Rescue

EnvisionAir: Drone Camps
July 12 - 16
Aug 9 - 13

Search & Rescue

Drones are playing a pivotal role in emergency management around the World. Kids
explore the role of drones and use of advanced technologies such as thermal imaging,
LiDAR, as they prepare for and conduct a Search & Rescue mision.

Monday: Advanced Drone Technology
Kids get to know their DJI Tello drones gaining confidence and
control as they test out the many features of this advanced
educational drone.

Tuesday: Ariel Rescue Platform (ARP) Design
Kids learn about drone use and advanced technologies in Emergency
Response and begin sketching their concept for an ARP. Once
approved, they begin 3D designing their ARP for use in their mission.

Wednesday: ARP 3D Printing
ARPs must be aerodynamic and meet maximum weight thresholds in
order to be considered functional. Once designs are approved, kids
3D print and test the performance on their drones.

Thursday: Developing Rescue Strategies
Kids are given different Search & Rescue simulations based on realworld events. Kids devise their search strategies which they execute
using code to control their drones.

Friday: Final Simulation
The fun and learning continues as kids prepare for their final
simulation which will involve a little friendly competition. Kids will
work in pairs, strategize, and try to outperform the other team.
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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RoboMaster S1
Budding Genius

July 26 - 30
Aug 30 - Sept 3

RoboMaster S1

The DJI RoboMaster S1 is one of the most sophisticated Educational robots on the market
today. It comes equiped with 46 Programable Components, 6 AI Modules, Intelligent
Sensing Skin, Optical Recognition, a First Person View camera system, and much more.

Monday: It's a Beast!
Kids get hands on exploring the capabilities of this advanced robot
including how to safely and confidently control using manual
controls and the advanced follow-me modes.

Tuesday: Target Design
Kids explore the S1's advanced First Person View and optical
recognition systems. Kids also sketch and 3D design a target system
for their robot.

Wednesday: Dual Filament 3D Printing
Kids learn about dual-filament 3D printing technology and begin
printing their own 2-colour 3D printed targets for the robot to
recognize. Students test their robots ability to recognize the targets.

Thursday: Control Through Coding
The S1 is fully programable and kids explore how to control their
robot through code invoking hand gesture recognition, people
recognition, line recognition, and even recognition of other S1
robots!

Friday: The Hunt
Kids set up an obstacle course and control their S1 via manual and
coding control to recognize and zap their targets with an infrared
beam (harmless).
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Microcontroller Robots
Budding Genius

Aug 3 - 6 (4 Day)
Aug 16 - 20

Buggy
Students will learn about Microcontrollers and their use in robotics. Students will
construct the BBC Microbit Buggy, create 3D printed parts, and learn to control through
coding.

Monday: Intro to Microcontrollers
Kids will learn about microcontrollers and learn to control their BBC
Microbit using coding.

Tuesday: Construct Buggy
Kids lean about electronics, motor drivers, and construct their
Buggy robot. Students learn to control their robot through coding.

Wednesday: 3D Design/Printing
On Wednesday, students will sketch, 3D design and 3D print a carrier
trailer and bulldozer component. And, continue learning to control
their robot using advancing coding scripts.

Thursday: Line Following
Kids learn about line following technology and how it is an
important solution for controlling robot movement. They calibrate,
test and code their own line sensor on their Buggy robot to navigate
with lines.

Friday: Special Delivery
Kids use their 3D printed carriers along with their line following
Buggy to deliver in a simulation exercise.
647-502-6319, info@envisionrobotics.com
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Our Location

Our STEM Studio
2300 John Street, Unit #20,
Thornhill, ON
647-502-6319
info@envisionrobotics.com

Follow Us!
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